
IN CAR -- AFTERNOON

They’re driving home from Glenda and Jim’s house.

VERONA
They’re very strange people. I 
always forget how strange they are.

Burt is fuming.

BURT
We can get different grandparents. 
The second they said “Belgium” I 
started thinking of ways to hurt 
them. We’ll make someone else the *
grandparents. Our neighbors. 
What’re their names? 

VERONA
I don’t know. 

BURT
They look old enough. We can give 
them nicknames and tell the baby 
that those are the grandparents. 
The baby won’t know the difference. 

VERONA
It really is an awful thing to do. 
They knew we moved here for them. I 
mean, we’ve only been here for a 
year and now... They’ll miss the 
baby’s first two years. It sort of 
takes selfishness to a new level.

This crosses a line with Burt.

BURT
It’s not like your parents are 
doing anything.

VERONA
My parents are dead, Burt.

BURT
Still...

They drive in silence for a minute.
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INT. BURT AND VERONA’S HOUSE --NIGHT

Verona enters, Burt close behind. She stops after entering, *
as if seeing their sad little home with new eyes. It’s *
clearly freezing inside. *

VERONA *
I can see my breath. *

BURT *
I’ll get the thing. *

Burt pulls a space heater out from under Verona’s desk. The *
second he plugs it in, the lights go out; he’s blown a fuse. *

The house is in total darkness. *

BURT *
I’ll get the candles. *

The opening of drawers. A match is struck. This outtage is *
routine. Now we see them in candlelight. The conversation *
continues as they get candles lit all over their small house. *

VERONA
There’s nothing keeping us here.

BURT *
(busy with the candles) *

Huh.

VERONA
Did you hear me? We could leave, *
too. 

BURT *
(still not paying *
attention) *

Right. *

VERONA *
Burt. I’m serious. *

BURT
Fine. Where do you want to go? *

VERONA
Anywhere. We don’t have to live 
here. We can live wherever we want. 
I can do my job anywhere, and all *
you need is a phone, right? *
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The only reason we’re here is *
because your parents are here -- or *
were here. *

BURT *
We don’t want to go back to *
Chicago, do we? We did Chicago. And *
don’t say Belgium. *

Verona hadn’t thought this far. *

VERONA *
I don’t know. *

Now Burt is excited by the idea. *

BURT
We could go to Idaho. Fishing and 
everything. Lots of land. Idaho!

VERONA
Lots of Aryans.

BURT
Not lots. Some. And they’re all in 
that one town. It’s better that way 
-- we know where they are. Like ... 
druids and... Stonehenge.

Beat.

VERONA
What about Phoenix? We could live 
near my sister. Think of that! Oh, 
that would make me so happy. And 
Lily and Sam live there.

BURT
(almost remembering)

Who are they?

VERONA
You met at their going-away party. 
At the arcade. 

BURT
Good party.

VERONA
They can be our friends in Phoenix.

BURT
But they weren’t our friends here.
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VERONA
But they can be in Phoenix. They 
can be our new good friends when we 
live in Phoenix.

They sit for a moment, now surrounded by candles. The scene *
is oddly beautiful and romantic. *

BURT *
We won’t need a space heater in *
Phoenix... *

VERONA *
Yeah, but the snakes... And all *
that turquoise... *

BURT *
(holding her from behind, *
his arms draped over her *
and rubbing her stomach) *

Wherever we go, Rona, I will *
protect you. From the cold. *

(kisses her neck) *
From the dark. *

(kisses it again) *
From the snakes. *

(once again) *
From the turquoise. *

INT. DOCTOR'S OFFICE

Verona and Burt are waiting for the doctor to come in. Burt 
is playing with the stirrups.

VERONA
I don't want you on that side when 
the doctor's examining me.

BURT
Why not?

VERONA
Because you’re not a doctor.

BURT
(examining some 
instruments in the 
cabinet)

Rona, the only thing they’ve got 
that I don’t is the nine years of 
schooling. 
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